Email June 9, 2015
XBRL-CET Meeting at Treasury - DATA Act and DOE FOE
You are invited to listen in during the XBRL-CET working group meeting at Treasury on June 11th from
2:00 to 3:00pm (EST). With only an hour there will be limited, if any, time for caller questions or
commentary. There will be follow up sessions.
The call will provide a brief overview regarding the status of the XBRL-CET working groups effort to ‘herd
cats’ for fostering open standards based data interoperability, to convey the inevitability that change is
coming now, and for stakeholders across the supply chain to better understand where and how they can
engage so that the transition to interoperability reflects a successful collaboration that benefits all
stakeholders, instead of a disjointed series of missteps as competing interests seek to advance a silo
approach over a collective synergistic strategy.
Engagement is the operative word, and we trust that after hearing about the collaborative platforms
that are in place, from the US Treasury GitHub site for helping with DATA Act compliance to the
Department of Energy creating a working group to develop standardized data sets for interoperability to
improve the bankability of solar, there are options available for stakeholders to engage from simple
awareness to contributing towards technical solutions.
As this meeting is intended for those already familiar with the XBRL-CET working group there will not be
any introduction or background provided.
For background please refer to the following links:
June 11th meeting
http://www.xbrl-cet.com/meetings-june-11-washington-dc.html
Executive order that will compel most recipients of federal funds to provide financial reporting back to
the government using a government accepted open data standard.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2015/05/08/better-data-better-decisions-better-government
Department of Energy Funding Opportunity Announcement for Solar Bankability (DOE FOA)
http://www.xbrl-cet.com/solar-bankability-data-foa.html
LinkedIn post to outline DOE FOA response
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/xbrl-cet-ready-contribute-doe-foa-dixon-wright?trk=prof-post
NOTE: Please help get the word out by hitting “Like”, “Share”, or better yet add a comment of
support. The more people hear about the call for collaboration, and the broader the supply
chain, the more successful our response to the DOE FOA will be.
Please help us use social media to get the word out.
Open Invitation and Call for Collaborators to join in DOE FOA response.
http://www.xbrl-cet.com/home.html
K. Dixon Wright

